Grey College MCR
Durham University

MCR Code of Conduct
The MCR and its facilities are provided for the use of all members. To ensure that everyone can enjoy them,
please follow these simple guidelines. If it is found that these rules are not being adhered to, the use of facilities
may be revoked.


Please leave the MCR as you found it



Put litter in the appropriate rubbish or recycling bins provided



Remember: the cleaners DO NOT clean the MCR



Do not remove MCR property from the room



Put the projector screen up after use and switch off the projector



If you find anything broken, contact an Exec member or grey.mcr@durham.ac.uk as soon as possible



Please ensure all electrical appliances and lights are turned off, and the door is locked when you leave



DO NOT leave your own property in the MCR as it is unfair on other members



Remember, the MCR is for the use of ALL members and a fair usage policy applies



Unaccompanied or excessive use of the MCR by non-members should be reported and action will be
taken



Only electrical equipment provided by the MCR and electrically tested by the College is permitted for
use in the MCR



Interference with emergency lights and fire fighting equipment is STRICTLY PROHIBITED

Kitchen


The kitchen IS NOT a self-catering facility



Individuals MUST NOT store food, crockery or utensils in the cupboards or fridge



Please leave the MCR kitchen in a clean and tidy state



Put all litter in the bins provided



Please DO NOT leave food waste in the bins



Remember: the cleaners DO NOT clean the MCR Kitchen



You are welcome to make snacks, however the kitchen is not intended for making meals.



If the kitchen is found dirty or smelly, further restrictions will be applied.
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